Reducing the Road Toll

Australia’s most significant change to driver training in 50 years, globally researched, developed and tested.

**Bridging the Gap**

5 Star driver education programs delivered by driving coaches in a graduated education system (GES) measuring success against ZERO.

**Learners-Seniors-Fleet-Disabilities-Defensive**

- TAC *NDIS provider 4050033518 *Workcover *Doctors
- *Occupational Therapist’s *Rehab Clinics *Court Order

### Volunteer Drivers
- Driver assessments
- Training courses
- P plate driver assessments/Courses

### Specialist Services
- Disabled driver programs
- Mentor training courses
- Migrant driver programs
- Special needs teenagers
- Bus Driver training & assessments 12-25 seater
- Wheel chair SOP’s
- Employee courses (CERT)

### Bus Driver Courses
- Driver assessments
- Training courses
- P plate driver assessments/Courses

### Senior Drivers (car).
- Australia’s most successful Seniors programs
- Dementia, Stroke, Fall, ABI, Heart attack, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s
- Occupational Therapists
- A safe process for every road user interaction
- Keeping Seniors driving safer & longer. (Man+auto)

### Driver Rehab Courses
- Driving Coaches
- Full mods- hand controls, RB electronic system, left foot accelerator, assorted Spinner knobs, wheel chair training, Elec’s
- CP-MS-ABI-Amputee-
- Research Driven 5-star driver training programs
- Delivered by idrivesafety Driving coaches
- 5 Star Driver Programs
- Graduated Education System (GES)
- Success beyond the disability NDIS provider
- Structured driver training.
- Defensive driving (CBT)

### Learner Driver Education
- Delivered by idrivesafety Driver training programs
- 5 Star Driver Programs
- Graduated Education System (GES)
- Success beyond the disability NDIS provider
- Structured driver training.
- Defensive driving (CBT)
1. **Driving Coach**
   - Australia’s first pedagogically trained driving coaches with training spanning 2.5 years.
   - Leading changes to the Australian driver education industry from its ineffectual history.
   - Coaches Success measured against client’s ability to transfer knowledge into an automated action.

2. **Curriculum**
   - A safe process for every road user interaction.
   - (3 foundations, 17 subjects, 44 modules and 797 units of CBT)
   - Delivered in a Graduated education system (GES)
   - Globally researched and recognised by world leading road safety practitioners.

3. **Delivery Methodology**
   - A world leading paradigm shift in driver education delivery efficacy.
   - Delivery methodology tailored to each client’s learning style, needs and history.
   - Anxiety-Risk Taker. Asperger’s-Autism. Introvert-Extrovert. ABI-Learning difficulties. Dementia-Stroke. Artist-Engineer. CP-MS-CF. Alzheimer’s-Parkinson’s are all just, learning styles, we change the delivery to match each client influencing outcomes well beyond previous results evaluated over 50 years by the old instructional system.

4. **Environments Live n Dynamic**
   - We match environments to each session’s needs and outcomes, ready to change at any point in the journey enhancing the learning journey and results.
   - Graduating the training journey specifically to each client. The outcome remains the same only the journey changes. Client driven training systems.

5. **Calibration of Success.**
   - The only calibration of success in car is client’s ability to transfer knowledge into an action
   - The ultimate final measure of success is ZERO injuries/crashes
   - Empowering those with a disability to dream beyond the past expectations and achieve freedom.
   - Success is life changing for those who need to return to driving via unchartered waters with realization beyond previous influence from the instruction industry.
   - Idrivesafety managing road user interactions and crashes regardless of fault!
   - All clients are monitored post training as a calibration of idrivesafety success, published annually.

References: available Dr John Stekelenburg. MD. Board member of Barwon Health, Medical doctor and parent of 3 drivers. Dr Ray Shuey, PhD past Vic deputy police commissioner and renowned international road safety expert. Dr Eric Roelofs, PhD Netherlands and EU road safety expert. Debbie Venkous, Clinical Lead Occupational Therapist Trauma Rehabilitation - Occupational Therapy Driving Assessor | McKellar Centre | Barwon Health. Christine Couzens MP, State Member for Geelong. See web site for comprehensive research. Client references not published but available upon request.
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